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General Catalog



Discover ultimate comfort and enjoy 
the benefits both day and night!

INTRODUCTION
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Restful sleep and revitalization in your daily routine are 
fundamental to your health and well-being – that’s why 
Technogel® developed a technology that supports you on 
your way to a rejuvenated life, day by day. But what makes 
Technogel® so unique and innovative?

Technogel® deforms in three dimensions, so it can mold 
perfectly to your body in any position and relieve tension. 
This gives you the best possible night’s rest! The pleasant 
cooling effect of the gel, molded into a patented tower design, 
makes Technogel® a champion when it comes to regulating 
temperature. This helps you have longer periods of deep sleep 
and feel more rested when you wake up – and that’s a promise 
we can back up! We have demonstrated in numerous clinical 
studies that Technogel® provides regenerative lowering of the 
body temperature.

Technogel® products are marked by continuous development, 
meticulously selected high-grade materials, and sophisticated 
design – produced under fair manufacturing conditions in 
Italy.

Discover our products and experience the innovative gel 
technology for yourself!
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Technology

Innovative 3D adaptability
 
Through extensive development work, we came up with a 
combination of Technogel® and memory foam that adapts to the 
contours of your body in three dimensions. Sensitive regions 
including the spine and joints are relieved in just the right places 
while being correctly supported.

Experience the special feeling of resting on Technogel®. 

Unrivaled temperature regulation
 
Technogel® boasts special thermal properties that create a 
pleasantly fresh, cooling sensation when it comes into contact 
with your body. Thanks to high thermal conductivity and a cube 
design, the gel absorbs and efficiently dissipates excess heat. 
This results in optimal sleeping conditions, for an even better 
night’s rest!

We care about your health
 
That’s why Technogel® is biocompatible and certified in 
accordance with product class 1 of OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 
100. Our products don’t contain any harmful substances, and 
ensuring the high quality of the materials we use is a top priority 
so we can guarantee our products are safe and long lasting. That 
way, you can rest easy knowing that your young dreamers are 
sleeping safely, too. 

Proven effective
 
When we sleep, our entire body experiences rest and regeneration. 
Healthy sleep can improve memory performance, reduce stress, 
boost creativity – and even prolong our lives. Clinical tests have 
shown that sleeping on Technogel® mattresses extends deep 
sleep and significantly improves sleep continuity. The result is 
improved overall well-being. 

TECHNOLOGY2
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One-of-a-kind 
comfort and 

pressure relief. 
Experience the 

difference!

PILLOW COLLECTION4
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Pillow Collection

Perfection you can feel.

The perfect pillow isn’t just soft or firm – it feels like it was made only for you. Technogel® pillows gently support your head and neck while 
simultaneously offering relief exactly where it’s needed.

Numerous clinical tests conducted by prestigious universities and research partners confirm that Technogel® pillows have a positive effect 
on the body and well-being.

Our high quality requirements are designed to promote a healthy lifestyle and come backed up by annual certification and classification by the 
Hohenstein Institute and OEKO-TEX® to verify they are biocompatible and free of hazardous substances.

Your comfort starts here!

5
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DELUXE

A pillow with a classic shape, redefined: The Original DELUXE 
pillow combines the innovative Technogel® cube design with 
patented air tunnels, enhancing your sleeping conditions with a 
unique design. The viscoelastic foam core and a universal pillow 
shape offer comfort for all types of sleepers.

Extra Thin  66 x 40 x 7 cm (26 x 16 x 2.8”)
Thin  66 x 40 x 9 cm (26 x 16 x 3.5”)
Medium  66 x 40 x 11 cm (26 x 16 x 4.5”)
Thick  66 x 40 x 14 cm (26 x 16 x 5.5”)
Extra Thick 66 x 40 x 17 cm (26 x 16 x 6.7”)
Thick King 83 x 40 x 14 cm (32.5 x 16 x 5.5”)

------

+ We recommend the DELUXE pillow for:

• Side, back, and stomach sleepers who shift between
   these positions
• Everyone who prefers a classic pillow shape

ORIGINAL PILLOW COLLECTION

ORIGINAL
Pillow Collection
Our ORIGINAL range gives you deep, rejuvenating sleep thanks to healthy temperature regulation and pressure relief exactly where it’s 
needed, while gently stabilizing your head and neck. In every pillow, the key to refreshing sleep is Technogel®, structured as a unique tower 
design. Breathable materials and our patented vertical ventilation carry away excess heat, giving you optimal sleeping conditions every night.

Our unique Technogel® with its ability to deform in three dimensions is combined with premium memory foam, resulting in a high degree of 
adaptability as well as ergonomic alignment of the cervical spine. In recognition of the importance of facial cleanliness, both the inner and 
outer covers have an antibacterial finish, and the outer cover has a zipper so it can be removed and washed. The result is a product that gets 
top marks for cleanliness and offers incredible hygiene benefits, not just for people with allergies.

Discover our wide range of pillows!

6
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ANATOMIC CURVE 

We designed the shape of the Original ANATOMIC CURVE head 
pillow ourselves with a specially contoured curve for the neck 
and an ergonomic shoulder contour that makes it the perfect 
pillow for all side and back sleepers. Our patented pillow concept 
consisting of Technogel® in a tower design, high-tech memory 
foam, and a unique system for circulating air takes you to a 
completely new level of comfort.

Extra Thin  66 x 40 x 7 cm (26 x 16 x 2.8”)
Thin  66 x 40 x 9 cm (26 x 16 x 3.5”)
Medium  66 x 40 x 11 cm (26 x 16 x 4.5”)
Thick  66 x 40 x 13 cm (26 x 16 x 5.1”)

------

+ We recommend the ANATOMIC CURVE pillow for:

• People who primarily sleep on their sides and back
• Everyone looking for optimal neck support

ANATOMIC

The Original ANATOMIC pillow with a wave-shaped contour cut 
helps you sleep in a healthy, comfortable position – completely 
naturally. The tower Technogel® structure together with premium 
memory foam, patented temperature-regulating tunnels, and an 
optimally molded neck zone creates ideal sleeping conditions. 
This pillow has been optimized especially for the needs of back 
sleepers.

Extra Thin  66 x 42 x 7 cm (26 x 16.5 x 2.8”)
Thin  66 x 42 x 9 cm (26 x 16.5 x 3.5”)
Medium  66 x 42 x 11 cm (26 x 16.5 x 4.5”)
Thick  66 x 42 x 13 cm (26 x 16.5 x 5.1”)
King  83 x 42 x 11 cm (32.5 x 16.5 x 4.5”)
------

+ We recommend the ANATOMIC pillow for:

• Back sleepers
• Everyone looking for support that relieves the neck
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CONVEXO

The smart head pillow: The Original CONVEXO reinvents sleep, 
guaranteeing you maximum resting comfort. Due to higher gel 
towers and a specially shaped structure, the CONVEXO pampers 
your neck with a feel-good massage effect. The pillow’s patented 
air circulation system provides enhanced comfort. Excess heat 
is carried away before it can disturb your well-earned rest. The 
modern ergonomic shape nestles your head perfectly and helps 
side and back sleepers in particular to relieve their neck and 
shoulders.

Extra Thin  66 x 40 x 7 cm (26 x 16 x 2.8”)
Thin  66 x 40 x 9 cm (26 x 16 x 3.5”)
Medium  66 x 40 x 11 cm (26 x 16 x 4.5”)
Thick  66 x 40 x 13 cm (26 x 16 x 5.1”)

------

+ We recommend the CONVEXO pillow for:

• People who primarily sleep on their sides and back
• Everyone looking for substantial neck support

ORIGINAL PILLOW COLLECTION8
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10 ORIGINAL TRAVEL PILLOW COLLECTION

ORIGINAL TRAVEL
Pillow Collection
Your favorite pillow on the go – with the TRAVEL collection, you can take along the perfect pillow for restful nights on every trip. This range 
includes a selection of ORIGINAL pillows with classic and ergonomic shapes in a compact format that’s equipped with the full benefits of 
Technogel® sleep technology. So whether you’re away for business or pleasure, after a long stressful day you can simply kick back, wind down, 
and sleep easy right through the night on your Technogel® travel pillow.

The pillow’s core of relieving memory foam, topped with cooling Technogel® in a unique tower design, delivers 3D support and creates a 
completely new level of comfort. Together with the skin-friendly antibacterial cover, this results in pleasantly soft sleeping conditions.

From cars to planes, and from trains to a quick power nap, the Technogel® TRAVEL collection lets you take the comfort you’re used to at home 
along with you on any trip.

Discover our handy travel pillows!

10
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TRAVEL DELUXE 

Our compact Original TRAVEL DELUXE travel pillow comes 
with all the innovative benefits of Technogel® in a universal 
pillow shape and offers comfort for all types of sleepers. The 
restful combination of refreshing gel with high-tech memory 
foam relieves your cervical spine in just the right place while 
simultaneously supporting your head and shoulders. Not just 
incredibly soft, the removable cover also features antibacterial 
properties that make every outing a dream trip even for those 
with allergies.

Thin  33 x 29 x 9 cm (13 x 11.4 x 3.5”)
Medium  33 x 29 x 11 cm (13 x 11.4 x 4.5”)
Thick  33 x 29 x 13 cm (13 x 11.4 x 5.1”)

------

+ We recommend the DELUXE travel pillow for:

• Side, back, and stomach sleepers who shift between
   these positions
• Everyone who prefers a classic pillow shape
• People who don’t want to leave the comfort they’re used
   to at home when traveling

ORIGINAL TRAVEL PILLOW COLLECTION

TRAVEL ANATOMIC
 
The Original TRAVEL ANATOMIC travel pillow is a must on any 
trip. Its wave contour offers special relaxation for back sleepers. 
This is thanks to the head pillow’s special structure, with a 
Technogel® surface for custom adaptation to the individual’s 
shape and the underlying memory foam to stabilize the head, 
neck, and spine. The pillow’s removable cover is made of 
an innovative HyCare® hygiene textile that’s antibacterial, 
incredibly soft, and easy to care for.

Thin  33 x 30 x 7 cm (13 x 11.4 x 2.8”)
Medium  33 x 30 x 9 cm (13 x 11.4 x 3.5”)
Thick  33 x 30 x 11 cm (13 x 11.4 x 4.5”)

------

+ We recommend the ANATOMIC travel pillow for:

• Back sleepers
• Everyone looking for relieving neck support
• People who don’t want to leave the comfort they’re used
   to at home when traveling

11



12 LAB PILLOW COLLECTION

BACK & SIDE

Our BACK & SIDE pillow is cupped in the center with higher 
edges to promote sleeping on your back and to provide ergonomic 
support for your sides. The core of this orthopedic pillow made 
of specially developed memory foam comes covered with 
cooling Technogel®. With its patented, temperature-regulating 
properties, the gel ensures optimal sleeping conditions and 
a restful night. The inner and outer covers come with an 
antibacterial finish, which acts as a hypoallergenic shield to 
protect you against unwanted “visitors” while you sleep.

Extra Thin  66 x 40 x 7 cm (26 x 15.7 x 2.8”)
Thin  66 x 40 x 9 cm (26 x 15.7 x 3.5”) 
Medium  66 x 40 x 11 cm (26 x 15.7 x 4.1”) 
Thick  66 x 40 x 13 cm (26 x 15.7 x 4.7”)

------

+ We recommend the BACK & SIDE pillow for:

• People who primarily sleep on their backs

12

LAB
Pillow Collection
Starting now, sleepless nights are a thing of the past! Our LAB collection was developed by the researchers and engineers at Technogel® to 
eliminate specific sleep deficits caused by health conditions. Sleeping with medical equipment has never been this comfortable and restful.

The innovative 3D Technogel® surface structure offers efficient pressure relief for sensitive muscles in the neck. Plus, the gel features perfect 
moisture- and temperature-regulating properties. The gel’s unique, patented structure wicks away moisture and dissipates excess heat. 
Because they are permanently elastic, the gel and memory foam guarantee the perfect balance between pressure relief and support.

The antibacterial inner cover protects the pillow’s core and ensures long-lasting freshness. The outer cover likewise features an antibacterial 
finish consisting of hygienic fibers, as well as a zipper to allow for removal and washing. This sets the conditions for safe, healthy sleep – so 
you can lay back and rest with an easy mind!

Discover our collection of pillows for medical use!
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LAB

The ergonomic butterfly shape of the LAB head pillow adapts to any sleeping 
position but accommodates the needs of those who want to eliminate 
counter-pressure on their shoulders in particular. Our promise of a more 
restful night’s sleep is always based on the temperature-regulating sleep 
technology of Technogel® in cube design. This technology is complemented 
by the patented air tunnels routed through the flexible memory foam as well 
as a hygienic cover with antibacterial properties that protects the pillow’s 
core. The LAB pillow also features extra hygiene properties in the soft outer 
comfort cover – mold and bacteria don’t stand a chance anymore.

Thin  66 x 40 x 9 cm (26 x 16 x 3.5”)
Medium  66 x 40 x 11 cm (26 x 16 x 4.5”)
Thick  66 x 40 x 14 cm (26 x 16 x 5.5”)

------

+ We recommend the LAB pillow for:

• Side, back, and stomach sleepers who shift between
   these positions
• People who want to prevent counter-pressure on
   their shoulders

CPAP

The Technogel® CPAP pillow was specially developed to give you the best 
possible night’s sleep while wearing a medical-grade respirator mask. 
Ergonomically curved pillow contours adapt to your shoulder region and 
ensure your head and neck are securely held. The C-shaped recesses on 
the sides provide space for nearly any respirator mask and allow maximum 
comfort for side and back sleepers. When making this product, Technogel® 
stayed true to its standard of using only materials that are free of harmful 
substances in the pillow’s production. The proven Technogel® tower design, 
breathable air tunnels throughout the flexible high-tech memory foam, and 
the hygienic cover with an antibacterial finish guarantee perfect sleeping 
conditions.

Extra Thin  66 x 40 x 7 cm (26 x 16 x 2.8”)
Thin  66 x 40 x 9 cm (26 x 16 x 3.5”)
Medium  66 x 40 x 11 cm (26 x 16 x 4.5”)
Thick  66 x 40 x 13 cm (26 x 16 x 5.1”)

------

+ We recommend the CPAP pillow for:

• People who use CPAP/respirator masks



14 PIXEL PILLOW COLLECTION

PIXEL
Pillow Collection
The Technogel® story started over 30 years ago, driven by a passion for making life more comfortable. Even now, this same passion continues 
to motivate us to do our best, every day. Our PIXEL collection has its roots in this approach. The classic gel towers in this collection are based 
on our original design. Combined with high-grade memory foam, the pillow supports your head, neck, and shoulders – for a restful night’s 
sleep. The antibacterial inner cover protects your face and gives you a fresh feeling that lasts.

Discover our classic pillows! 

14
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DELUXE
 
Thanks to its classic shape, our Pixel DELUXE pillow is suitable 
for all types of sleepers. The Technogel® tower design provides 
optimal support for the head and neck, with the premium memory 
foam simultaneously delivering gentle relief at pressure points. 
Sleep in comfort and wake up feeling refreshed.

Extra Thin  66 x 40 x 7 cm (26 x 16 x 2.8”)
Thin  66 x 40 x 9 cm (26 x 16 x 3.5”)
Medium  66 x 40 x 11 cm (26 x 16 x 4.5”)
Thick  66 x 40 x 14 cm (26 x 16 x 5.5”)

------

+ We recommend the DELUXE pillow for:

• Side, back, and stomach sleepers who shift between
   these positions
• Everyone who prefers a classic pillow shape

15

ANATOMIC CURVE

The Pixel ANATOMIC CURVE pillow offers extra neck support 
for side and back sleepers thanks to its ergonomically shaped 
surface and pronounced shoulder contour area. Technogel® and 
a viscoelastic foam core create an optimal degree of support to 
relieve the neck, cervical spine, and head. This helps you sleep in 
a naturally healthy position and wake up feeling revitalized.

Extra Thin  66 x 40 x 7 cm (26 x 16 x 2.8”)
Thin  66 x 40 x 9 cm (26 x 16 x 3.5”)
Medium  66 x 40 x 11 cm (26 x 16 x 4.5”)
Thick  66 x 40 x 13 cm (26 x 16 x 5.1”)

------

+ We recommend the ANATOMIC CURVE pillow for:

• People who primarily sleep on their sides and back
• Everyone looking for neck support
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VIVE®

Pillow Collection
The VIVE® pillow collection – like sleeping on a bed of clouds! Your guarantee for the most restful night’s sleep imaginable! Made in Italy 
and designed in Germany. Thanks to the temperature-regulating 3D gel technology of Technogel®, the VIVE® impresses with both relief and 
support for the head, neck, and shoulders. Technogel® on the pillow’s surface keeps your head cool, while the core of premium memory foam 
helps support the cervical spine in just the right places.

The premium combination of extra Technogel® on latest-generation viscoelastic foam guarantees maximum comfort and meets even the 
highest quality requirements. Soft and breathable, the cashmere pillow cover ensures cozy sleeping conditions. What’s more, the memory 
foam and pillow cover come certified in accordance with OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100. Take your sleep to the next level and pamper yourself 
with the VIVE® pillow from Technogel®.

Discover our most exclusive pillow collection!

16
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DELUXE

The Vive® DELUXE pillow for every type of sleeper! The exclusive 
pillow in a classic shape, made from a thick layer of temperature-
regulating Technogel® on a base of permanently elastic memory 
foam to guarantee the perfect balance between pressure relief 
and support. Plus, patented air tunnels guarantee optimal air 
circulation and breathability. Enclosed in a soft cashmere cover, 
the pillow feels soft against your skin and delivers comfortable 
sleeping conditions at all times. Make sleeping an enjoyable 
experience, just the way you like it – with no complications or 
compromises.

Medium  66 x 40 x 11 cm (26 x 16 x 4.5”)
Thick  66 x 40 x 14 cm (26 x 16 x 5.5”)
King  83 x 40 x 14 cm (32.5 x 16 x 5.5”)

------

+ We recommend the DELUXE pillow for:

• Side, back, and stomach sleepers who shift between
   these positions
• Everyone who prefers a classic pillow shape

17

ANATOMIC CURVE
 
The Vive® ANATOMIC CURVE creates a balanced, relaxed 
resting position; its ergonomically contoured shape makes this 
pillow suitable for side and back sleepers. The patented pillow 
concept featuring even more Technogel® in a tower design, 
high-tech memory foam, and unique air circulation properties 
gives you a completely new level of comfort. An extra-thick 
layer of Technogel® gently encloses the head and neck region 
and pampers you with temperature-regulating properties and a 
slight cooling effect. The soft cashmere cover is removable and 
washable, and the protective inner cover also has an antibacterial 
finish for healthy, luxurious sleeping conditions.

Extra Thin  66 x 40 x 7 cm (26 x 16 x 2.8”)
Thin  66 x 40 x 9 cm (26 x 16 x 3.5”)
Medium  66 x 40 x 11 cm (26 x 16 x 4.5”)
Thick  66 x 40 x 13 cm (26 x 16 x 5.1”)

------

+ We recommend the ANATOMIC CURVE pillow for:

• People who primarily sleep on their sides and back
• Everyone looking for optimal neck support
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ADJUSTABLE
Pillow Collection
Our ADJUSTABLE collection is inspired by the individuality that lives inside each and every one of us. Based on our sophisticated layering 
system, you create your very own pillow with a classic or ergonomic shape – just the way you like it. The interplay between the Technogel® 
tower design in the upper layer and the patented air tunnels creates a comfortable sleeping environment by efficiently dissipating excess heat. 
Premium memory foam molded into individual layers of removable foam lets you adjust the thickness of the pillow as you like, delivering 
perfect ergonomic support for your own needs. The innovative shaping and special materials help to distribute pressure evenly across the 
sensitive head, neck, and shoulder region. This promotes beneficial relaxation throughout the body, so you can start your day refreshed.

The antibacterial inner and outer covers, the latter of which has a zipper so it can be removed and washed, prevent the spread of bacteria so 
you can lie back and rest with an easy mind!

Discover our collection of customizable pillows!

18
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ADJ DELUXE

The Adjustable DELUXE is an innovative pillow that lets you adjust 
the thickness to your individual preferences! Its classic shape makes it 
an all-around nighttime solution for back, side, and stomach sleepers. 
Thanks to its intelligent Technogel® technology, this pillow offers an 
ideal combination of support and pressure relief exactly where it’s 
needed. Patented air tunnels ensure comfortable sleeping conditions 
and enhance breathability. An adjustable temperature-regulating cover 
offers fresh comfort for any pillow thickness. Plus, each individual layer 
is provided with a protective antibacterial cover for refreshing, hygienic 
sleep.

The pillow can be adjusted to four possible thicknesses:

Extra thin  66 x 40 x 5.5 cm (26 x 16 x 2.2”)
Thin             66 x 40 x 7.5 cm (26 x 16 x 3”)
Medium     66 x 40 x 11 cm (26 x 16 x 4.3”)
High             66 x 40 x 13 cm (26 x 16 x 5”)

------

+ We recommend the DELUXE pillow for:

• Side, back, and stomach sleepers who shift between these positions
• People who prefer a classic pillow shape

19

ADJ ANATOMIC CURVE

Designed primarily for back and side sleepers, the Adjustable 
ANATOMIC CURVE impresses with its capacity to adjust to practically 
any personal sleeping needs. Thanks to the innovative Technogel® 
technology, the pillow provides optimal support for the neck region and 
adjusts flexibly to your head and shoulder position. The patented air 
circulation system integrated in every layer of the pillow works together 
with the temperature-regulating properties of Technogel® to promote 
a refreshing night’s sleep. Thanks to the elastic cover, the pillow isn’t 
just incredibly cozy and skin friendly at any thickness but also offers 
exceptional temperature regulation.

The pillow can be adjusted to three possible thicknesses:

Low  66 x 40 x 7 cm (26 x 16 x 2.8”)
Medium  66 x 40 x 9 cm (26 x 16 x 3.5”)
High  66 x 40 x 11 cm (26 x 16 x 4.3”)
------

+ We recommend the ANATOMIC CURVE pillow for:

• People who primarily sleep on their sides and back
• Everyone looking for optimal neck support
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Live your 
best life in 
comfort!

LIVING COLLECTION20
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Living Collection

Relax and enjoy life.

Technogel® LIVING starts where nighttime ends. Our products for everyday life help you make your way through the day in comfort or enjoy 
your well-earned free time.

Our patented Technogel® has been combined with premium memory foam to achieve maximum pressure relief. This modern, ergonomic 
design promotes a healthy posture and gives you easy-going support throughout your day, whether you’re at home, in the office, or traveling. 
Our LIVING products give you comfort and relaxation right where you need them most. So you can concentrate on what’s important and enjoy 
life to the fullest.

Make the most of your everyday life!

LIVING COLLECTION 21
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LIVING
Seat Pad Collection
Working 9 to 5 at our desks or driving in the car – let’s be honest, we spend a lot of time sitting. The products in the Living SEATPAD collection 
support optimal posture and offer ergonomic comfort for your lower back and tail bone throughout the day. Technogel® adapts just like 
water but still offers the supporting effect of a solid material. As a result, it envelops the body in a unique way and provides even pressure 
distribution. The combination of Technogel® on premium memory foam relieves the upper body right where it’s needed, promoting circulation 
in your legs. So you don’t have to worry about your legs falling asleep or your hips feeling stiff after long days in the office or trips in the car.

No matter where life takes you – this collection gives you the opportunity to sit in a healthy, comfortable position wherever you are.

Discover our SEATPAD collection!
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SEATPAD FLAT
 

The FLAT SEAT PAD was designed to relieve the spine, tail bone, 
and intervertebral discs. Technogel® in an innovative gel tower 
design on a base of premium memory foam ensures that you sit 
in an ergonomic, anatomically correct position. This reduces 
pressure on the tail bone, supports the thighs, and promotes a 
healthy sitting posture. In other words, healthy sitting is easy – 
all you need is the right seat pad!

One size  46 x 36,5 x 6,5 cm (18.1 x 14.4 x 2.5”)

------

+ We recommend the FLAT SEAT PAD for:

• People who sit for extended periods
• People who have pain in the area around the tail bone

23LIVING COLLECTION

SEAT PAD WEDGE
 

The shape of the WEDGE SEAT PAD, with its tapered seat surface, 
counteracts physical malpositions such as a hunched back and promotes 
a healthy posture. Backed up by a proven track record, a molded 
Technogel® cube design together with breathable memory foam offers 
the perfect balance between relief and support. And it actively promotes 
a healthy sitting posture without any effort on your part.

One size  46 x 36,5 x 8 cm (18.1 x 14.4 x 3.1”)

------

+ We recommend the WEDGE SEAT PAD for:

• People who sit for extended periods and tend to
   have a hunched posture
• People who have pain in the area around the tail bone
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LUMBAR SUPPORT 

The LUMBAR SUPPORT has an ergonomic design that supports the 
natural curvature of the spine. Patented Technogel® is combined with 
premium memory foam to relieve the lower back.

One size  30 x 25,4 x 6 cm (11.8 x 10 x 2.3”)

------

+ We recommend the LUMBAR SUPPORT for:

• People who want to support and relieve their lower back

SEAT PAD PEBBLE
 

The PEBBLE SEAT PAD delivers a new level of comfort for 
chairs in dining rooms, offices, and gardens as well as car 
seats. Whether you’re going about your everyday routine or 
doing yoga, the innovative Technogel® 3D surface structure 
efficiently relieves strain in your upper body. What’s more, the 
gel and memory foam are permanently elastic, offering perfect 
support. The seat pad has a classic, stylish, transportable design 
– making it perfect for any use at home or on the go.

One size  40 x 36 x 4 cm (15.7 x 14.2 x 1.6”)

------

+ We recommend the PEBBLE SEAT PAD for:

• People who want enhanced comfort when sitting at
   home or on the go
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2626 LIVING TRAVEL COLLECTION

Start your next trip with a relaxed back and peace of mind. Our innovative Technogel® offers comfortable support where your body needs 
it as well as a patented air circulation system to make your trip a special experience. Technogel® adapts just like water while delivering the 
support of a solid material. By itself as a pure gel or combined with premium memory foam, Technogel® offers you maximum comfort that 
lasts throughout the day.

Say goodbye to neck tension and fatigue while traveling. With Technogel®, you reach your destination refreshed and inspired – ready to start 
a productive meeting or a fun-filled vacation.

Discover our handy travel collection!

LIVING
Travel Collection
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2IN1 PILLOW
 

The 2IN1 TRAVEL PILLOW supports your neck area with an 
ample layer of Technogel® integrated in premium memory foam. 
The snap fasteners let you adjust the pillow to your individual 
needs and use it in the area of the lumbar spine to relieve your 
lower back as well.

One size  68 x 14 x 8 cm (26.8 x 5.5 x 3.1”)

------

+ We recommend the 2IN1 TRAVEL PILLOW for:

• People who often travel long distances or take frequent trips
• People who want comfortable support while traveling

27

EYE MASK
 

A good night’s beauty sleep is guaranteed with the EYE MASK 
sleeping mask. A core made of refreshingly cool Technogel® 
enclosed in soft, high-grade jersey fabric helps you relax fully 
and feel refreshed. The lightweight gel pad is shaped to fit the 
eyes and rests gently on your face without letting any light in. 
Plus, the soft material protects your skin and hair. Technogel® 
takes the concept of “beauty sleep” quite seriously; the high 
quality gel pad inside the mask doesn’t absorb any skin care 
products or cause any wrinkles on your face. So you can rise and 
shine with a fresh, relaxed look.

One size  27 x 8 x 1 cm (10.6 x 3 x 0.4”)

------

+ We recommend the EYE MASK sleeping mask for:

• People who want to wake up feeling pleasantly refreshed
• Everyone looking to reduce tension and stress
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Sleep that’s 
clinically proven 

to be more restful. 
Give it a try!

MATTRESS COLLECTION28
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MATTRESS COLLECTION

Restful sleep, with zero compromises.

When you opt for a Technogel® mattress, you make a worthwhile investment in your well-being. Our formula for high-quality sleep with zero 
compromises is based on unique, patented gel technology.

Technogel® deforms in three dimensions, so it can mold perfectly to your body in any position and relieve tension to give you restful sleep. 
The pleasant cooling effect of the gel combined with the patented tower design makes Technogel® a champion when it comes to regulating 
temperature. This results in unique properties that let Technogel® set new standards for customized comfort while you sleep.

Multiple clinical studies have shown that our gel lowers body temperature, letting you sleep deeply for significantly longer periods – so you 
have an even more restful night.

Discover the range of mattresses offered by the pioneers of gel mattresses!

29
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With our ORIGINAL mattress range, you can enjoy the feeling of waking up with a relaxed body and mind! The interplay between Technogel® 
and the breathable high-grade cold foam creates a comfortable sleeping environment by preventing heat build-up.

Our unique Technogel® with its ability to deform in three dimensions is combined with a premium seven-zone foam mattress, resulting in a 
high degree of adaptability and unique comfort.

Discover our wide range of mattresses!

ORIGINAL
Mattress Collection
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KEY BENEFITS

 
+ We recommend the PIACERE mattress for:

• People who prefer a soft mattress

Available in all standard sizes. 

------

+ Key Features:

• Soft support
• Overall thickness of 8.7”
• 0.4”-thick Technogel® layer
• Ergonomic design
• Relieves pressure
• Regulates temperature
• Designed and made in Italy
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Piacere
Mattress
“Piacere” means “pleasure” in Italian, and the PIACERE mattress from the Original collection lives up to its name – so you can truly enjoy 
sleeping again. Thanks to the high-grade materials incorporated in the mattress’ core, the ergonomic design, and a surface layer of Technogel®, 
the PIACERE offers one-of-a-kind Technogel® comfort, featuring targeted adaptation to your body and relief along with innovative temperature 
regulation for an extra-high level of comfort and better sleep. 
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Armonia
Mattress
The Original ARMONIA mattress features a Technogel® topper, molded to form a 0.4”-thick gel tower. A premium seven-zone foam mattress 
forms the basis and, together with the gel, provides optimal pressure distribution and relief for your joints to give you a firm feeling when you 
lie down. 

KEY BENEFITS

 
+ We recommend the ARMONIA mattress for:

• People who prefer a firm mattress

Available in all standard sizes.

------

+ Key Features:

• Firm support
• Overall thickness of 8.7”
• 0.4”-thick Technogel® layer
• Ergonomic design
• Relieves pressure
• Regulates temperature
• Designed and made in Italy
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Estasi
Mattress
The ESTASI might look like a conventional mattress from the outside, but inside you’ll find genuine innovation! A three-zone topper made of 
patented Technogel® provides relief to the various areas of the body right where it’s needed and efficiently dissipates excess heat. Underneath 
the varying degrees of support provided by the gel cubes, a seven-zone foam-core mattress with an ergonomic design provides comfortable 
support and helps prevent tension in the body. The summer or winter versions of the washable cover can be removed with a zipper.

KEY BENEFITS

 
+ We recommend the ESTASI mattress for:

• People who prefer a soft mattress
• Everyone who needs or wants extra ergonomic comfort

Available in all standard sizes.

------

+ Key Features:

• Medium-soft support
• Overall thickness of 9.8”
• 0.6”-thick Technogel® layer
• Exchangeable summer and winter covers
• Ergonomic design with comfort zone for the shoulders
• Outstanding pressure relief
• Regulates temperature
• Designed and made in Italy

33
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Favola
Mattress
Experience that special feeling of lying back on Technogel® with our Original FAVOLA mattress! The three-zone topper made of 0.6”-thick gel 
towers, resting on a seven-zone foam core mattress, offers you firm support along with unique relief for the entire body. The summer or winter 
versions of the washable cover can be removed with a zipper.

KEY BENEFITS

 
+ We recommend the FAVOLA mattress for:

• People who prefer a firm mattress
• Everyone who needs or wants extra ergonomic comfort

Available in all standard sizes.

------

+ Key Features:

• Medium-firm support
• Overall thickness of 9.8”
• 0.6”-thick Technogel® layer
• Exchangeable summer and winter covers
• Ergonomic design with comfort zone for the shoulders
• Outstanding pressure relief
• Regulates temperature
• Designed and made in Italy

34 ORIGINAL MATTRESS COLLECTION
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VIVE® Mattress
Collection
Cutting-edge innovation combined with one-of-a-kind Italian craftsmanship – for unsurpassed luxury while you sleep. Our Technogel® VIVE® 
mattress collection pampers you with outstanding comfort thanks to an extra-thick layer of gel in an intelligent 0.8”-thick gel tower design 
and a 13”-thick core made of premium foam. This special combination offers you incredible relaxation thanks to unrivaled adaptability and 
the resulting relief you feel from head to toe. The interplay between Technogel® and premium seven-zone foam mattress creates comfortably 
luxurious sleeping conditions by efficiently dissipating excess heat.

Our VIVE® mattresses are wrapped in a washable outer cover made of Tencel, which can be exchanged for a summer or winter version.

Discover our exclusive mattress collection!
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KEY BENEFITS

+ We recommend the VIVE® mattress for:

 • People who prefer a medium-firm to soft mattress
 • Everyone who wants to enjoy the luxurious feeling of comfort
   with support

------

+ Key Features:

• Medium-soft feel
• 33cm total height
• More than 2 cm thick layer of Technogel®

• Interchangeable winter-and summer mattress cover
• Ergonomic design
• Excellent pressure relief
• Improves thermoregulation
• Designed and made in Italy
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VIVE
Mattress
The luxurious VIVE® mattress features a three-zone gel topper made of 0.8”-thick Technogel® towers. A premium 13”-thick foam mattress 
with seven zones provides the basis for the mattress. This combination creates a unique interplay between comfortable support and pleasant 
relief. Our VIVE® mattress is wrapped in a washable outer cover made of Tencel, which can be exchanged for a summer or winter version.
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ADVANCE
Mattress Collection
Experience unrivaled relief from head to toe with our most innovative collection of mattresses. Our ADVANCE collection raises the bar 
for superior ergonomic comfort and cutting-edge temperature regulation. The interplay between Technogel® and the patented air tunnels 
creates pleasantly refreshing sleeping conditions by efficiently dissipating excess heat thanks to a temperature-regulating effect. Our unique 
Technogel®, which deforms in three dimensions, is integrated in a mattress topper in three zones with 0.8”-thick gel towers and combined with 
a premium seven-zone foam mattress to provide a high degree of ergonomic support in the shoulder, lumbar, and pelvic zones.

The mattress cover has a zipper so it can be removed for washing or to switch between summer and winter covers.

Discover our refreshingly ergonomic mattress range!
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KEY BENEFITS

 
+ We recommend the ARIAAA FIRM mattress for:

• People who prefer a firm mattress
• People who want extra ergonomic comfort in the shoulder,
   lumbar, and pelvic zones
• Everyone looking for even more temperature regulation

Available in all standard sizes.

------

+ Key Features:

• Firm support
• Overall thickness of 9.8”
• 0.8”-thick Technogel® layer
• Air tunnels for even better temperature regulation
• Enhanced ergonomic design with shoulder, lumbar,
  and pelvic zones
• Premium pressure relief
• Exchangeable summer and winter covers
• Designed and made in Italy
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ARIAAA
Firm
Are you looking for firm support and well-balanced sleeping conditions? Then the Advanced ARIAAA FIRM is your mattress. Experience a 
new dimension of unrivaled ergonomic comfort and advanced temperature regulation. A three-part mattress topper with 0.8”-thick Technogel® 
cubes carries heat away from your body thanks to its innovative structure. A seven-zone foam core with integrated shoulder, lower back, and 
pelvic zones provides ergonomic support in the lower part of the mattress. The summer or winter versions of the washable cover can be 
removed with a zipper.
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KEY BENEFITS

 
+ We recommend the ARIAAA SOFT mattress for:

• People who prefer a soft mattress
• People who want extra ergonomic comfort in the shoulder,
   lumbar, and pelvic zones
• Everyone looking for even more temperature regulation

Available in all standard sizes.

------

+ Key Features:

• Soft support
• Overall thickness of 9.8”
• 0.8”-thick Technogel® layer
• Air tunnels
• Enhanced ergonomic design with shoulder,
  lumbar, and pelvic zones
• Premium pressure relief
• Exchangeable summer and winter covers
• Designed and made in Italy

ARIAAA
Soft
Our Advanced ARIAAA SOFT with soft support raises the bar for unrivaled ergonomic comfort and advanced temperature regulation. The 
three-part mattress topper made of extra-thick Technogel® cubes on a seven-zone foam mattress with supporting shoulder, lumbar, and pelvic 
zones offers unbeatable air flow and ergonomic support. The summer or winter versions of the washable cover can be removed with a zipper.

ADVANCE MATTRESS COLLECTION
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